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Executive Summary
The Economic Impact of a Peru Free Trade Agreement (FTA) with the
United States on the Sugar, Cotton, and Other Sectors in Peru – A
Partial Equilibrium Analysis
Vernon O. Roningen
Peru is in the process of negotiating a free trade agreement (FTA) with the United States.
MINCETUR (The Peru Ministry of Commerce and Tourism) has carried out an analysis
of the potential impacts with its GTAP computable general equilibrium (CGE) model.
As a supplement, MINCETUR wants more detailed sector analyses using partial
equilibrium modeling techniques as well as assessments by sector experts for selected
sectors of the Peru economy. The sugar and cotton sectors were chosen first for such
detailed analysis. A partial equilibrium world trade model was constructed for 60 sectors
with trade details for Peru, the United States, and other major trading partners of Peru.
This PERL (Peru large world trade model) contains information only on countries’
exports, imports, and tariffs for the 60 sectors but information has been added for the
sugar and cotton/textile sectors, including domestic production. Thus the PERL model
can gives an overall assessment of the impact of a free trade agreement and other
scenarios and can provide with extra information on sugar and cotton/textile sectors in
Peru.
Peru is a member of the Andean group of nations which already has access to the U.S.
market for many products. In addition, Peru takes advantage of an export quota to the
U.S. market under the U.S. sugar programs as well as exports of textiles to the U.S. under
the multi-fiber agreement (MFA). Since Andean preferences will end, a free trade
agreement with the U.S. can be analyzed in two parts; a) benefits received from Andean
preferences which would be lost if there were to be no free trade agreement and b)
benefits received by removing remaining Peru, U.S. duties on each others trade, i.e.
completing the FTA. Since the MFA is scheduled to end, the future of Peru’s preferential
textile exports to the U.S. may end at the same time an FTA is being completed.
Although the U.S. sugar quota program remains in place, an assessment of its impact in
conjunction with a potential FTA is also in order.
A Preliminary FTA Assessment
Simulations with the PERL model suggest that for the sugar sector, benefits of FTA
completion are not very large but that most of the gains occur with completion of the
FTA rather than what has already been obtained under the ATP part of an FTA. The
situation is reversed for the cotton and textiles sectors where most of the gains have
already been obtained under ATP. For the sugar sector most of the gains go to
consumers while for cotton and textiles, most of the gains go to producers. On the other
hand, non-completion of the FTA would entail more losses for Peru’s cotton and textile
sectors than for Peru’s sugar sector. For both sugar and cotton, it appears that the future
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of export quota benefits is more important than an FTA. Since the ATP part of the FTA
is already completed, comparisons of FTA completion were made with alternative
external shocks, including changes in export quota regimes that currently benefit Peru.
For the sugar sector, the impact of a complete removal of the U.S. sugar import quota
scheme would outweigh any gains from FTA completion. On the other hand, a tripling
of the Peru export quota of raw sugar into the U.S. market would provide strong benefits
to sugar producer, more than are provided from FTA completion.
For the cotton sector, the removal of U.S. cotton export subsidies would provide a small
increase in benefits for cotton and textile producers in Peru. However the expiration of
the MFA and U.S. textile imports under quota would lead to a large loss in producer
benefits in both the cotton and textile sectors in Peru.
In summary, for Peru the future of its sugar and textile export benefits under U.S. import
quotas seems to be more important than the completion of an FTA with the United States.
Suggestions for Future Sector Analysis for Peru
Using United Nations trade and tariff data, this report has shown that detailed sector trade
model for Peru and its trading partners can readily be assembled at a chosen level of
detail. A model such as PERL can be used to estimate simple producer, consumer, and
welfare benefits impacts of global tariff changes, changes in important quota restriction
regimes, or free trade agreements. The PERL model provides trade detail, breaking out
all trade into 60 sectors. It does include more detailed data for the sugar, cotton, and
textile sectors in Peru. The same international data could be used to build similar models
with different aggregation schemes and with much more trade sector detail if needed.
One option for more sector analysis would be to add production and consumption data for
Peru to other trade sectors in a simple way similar to the methodology used for the sugar
and cotton sectors in the PERL model. The basic requirement is to match domestic
production data to export and import data at a viable common level of aggregation. The
possibilities depend upon the most detailed level of production data available in Peru and
the matching of that data to equivalent data at the same level of detail from United
Nations trade data. Then a partial equilibrium model can estimate complete producer,
consumer, and welfare impacts of trade policy changes as well as revenue and other
impacts if matching data is available. Such an expanded sector model would cover the
entire economy since all production, consumption, and trade is included.
A third option for sector modeling is the construction of unique independent sector
models with as much detail as data and modeling time permit for sectors of interest. Here
trade policy changes in the outside world might be entered exogenously.
The main consideration in partial equilibrium modeling is the cost, much of which lies
with data preparation. So the ability to start with a consistent set of data is a key to cost
effective partial equilibrium sector modeling.
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Background
Peru is negotiating a free trade agreement (FTA) with the United States. MINCETUR
(The Peru Ministry of Commerce and Tourism) has carried out an analysis of the impacts
with its GTAP computable general equilibrium (CGE) model. As a supplement,
MINCETUR wants more detailed sector analyses using partial equilibrium modeling
techniques and assessments by sector experts for selected sectors of the Peru economy.
The sugar and cotton sectors were chosen for such detailed analysis. For the modeling
part of the assessment, a partial equilibrium world trade model was constructed for 60
sectors for Peru, the United States and other major trading partners of Peru. This model
(PERL - Peru large world trade model) contains information on country/region exports,
imports, and tariffs. To provide more analysis for the sugar and cotton sectors, more
detailed information has been added for the Peru sugar, cotton, and textile sectors. The
PERL model gives an overall assessment of the impact of an FTA on Peru while
providing extra detail for the sugar and cotton sectors.
Peru is a member of the Andean group of nations (Bolivia, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru, and
Venezuela) which already has preferential access to the U.S. market for many products.
In addition, Peru takes advantage of export quotas to the U.S. market under the U.S.
sugar program and the U.S. textile import quota system - the multi-fiber agreement
(MFA). Since Andean preferences are scheduled to end, a free trade agreement with the
U.S. can be thought of in terms of two components; a) benefits already received from
Andean preferences which would be lost if there were to be no free trade agreement and
b) benefits received by removing remaining Peru and U.S. tariffs on each others imports;
i.e. completing the FTA. Since the MFA is also scheduled to end, Peru’s preferential
textile exports to the U.S. may end. This is important for the cotton sector because its
future depends partly upon Peru’s textile industry. Therefore the future of the cotton
sector in an FTA is intertwined with potential impacts of the demise of the MFA.
Although the U.S. sugar quota program is still in place, U.S. producers fear that expanded
sugar production in Mexico under NAFTA (the North American Free Trade Agreement)
will undermine the protection currently provided by sugar import quotas. Since Peru
exports raw sugar to the U.S. under quota, the impact of an FTA on the sugar sectors has
to be assessed in conjunction with possible changes in the U.S. sugar program. Also, the
sugar and textile export quotas currently benefiting Peru producers may themselves be
part of the FTA negotiations with the U.S.
In addition other possible external shocks need to be examined such as the WTO ruling
against U.S. cotton subsidies. Since Peru is a relatively small country in terms of world
markets for all products, changes in world markets (by removing sugar or textile
programs for example) are expected to impact the world market including Peru.
However Peru’s policy changes are not expected to have significant changes on world
markets. A world trade model is required to establish global impacts of global policy
changes while more detail for Peru’s sugar, cotton, and textile markets is required to
examine global impacts on these sectors in Peru. Finally, the global model must separate
out the Peru and U.S. markets in order to calculation the impact of a Peru-U.S. free trade
agreement (FTA).
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The Economics of the Free Trade Area (FTA) and Customs Union (CU)
An FTA exists where a group of countries admit each other’s products tariff free but
maintain their own tariffs on products imported from non-members. A CU differs in that
instead of each country applying its own tariffs, a common external tariff (CET) is
applied along with a tariff revenue sharing arrangement. Other taxes that also apply to
trade such as value added and excise taxes, remain in place as usual in both the FTA and
CU although the basis of their valuation for imports from member countries now may
differ. Negotiations of these types of regional agreements involve the timing of tariff
reductions between members, rules of origin that define products made with a region, the
product coverage (including exceptions) and in the case of a customs union, the common
external tariff. Several economic impacts are expected from these types of agreements.
1. A change in the balance of payments possibly corrected by real exchange rate
changes – Significant changes in trade prices because of an FTA or CU can often
increase import quantities, leading to an imbalance in international payments. A
change in the real exchange rate may be required to restore the balance of
payments by changing both export and import prices in local currencies.
2. An increase in exports – An FTA or CU agreement can provide an incentive for
members to increase exports to other members. This is because member exports
can enter duty free into other member countries, capturing the some or all of the
protection in other members as an export premium. Exports can also increase if
the agreement leads to an exchange rate depreciation that increases export price
incentives.
3. An increase in imports (trade creation) – An increase in imports can occur
because an FTA or CU member can import products duty free from another
member at a lower cost than from non-members. Imports can also change
because of exchange rate effects.
4. Trade diversion – Because of zero tariffs on imports from members, an FTA or
CU member encourages imports from FTA members, possibly diverting imports
from non-members. Exporters within the FTA can capture some of the revenue
that used to be collected on imports while the importing member forgoes tariff
revenue on these diverted imports. When trade diversion exceeds trade creation
for an FTA or CU, the regional agreement is generally considered to reduce
national (and global) welfare because higher cost regional sources of goods
(priced above world market prices) are substituted for lower cost sources
available on the world market.
5. Net trade creation – Trade creation minus trade diversion. Negative net trade
creation is a warning sign that for an FTA or CU member, less efficient
production within the regional arrangement is replacing imports from more
efficient producers outside the region.
6. Export producer benefits (producer surplus) – Inefficient, high cost export
producers in an FTA or CU gain because they now can export more to other
members duty free, selling their products in member countries markets at tariffinclusive prices side-by-side with import from non-member countries. In effect,
part of the pre-FTA or pre-CU tariff revenue for a member government is now
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transferred to producers that export within the FTA or CU. A common measure
of producer benefits is producer surplus (Figure 1) which is interpreted as the
excess of sales receipts over production costs.
7. Import consumer net benefits (net consumer surplus) – Consumers may pay less
for their products under an FTA or CU. If import prices decline because of lower
cost member sourcing, consumers pay less for products and they buy more.
However if the agreement ultimately results in increased import prices, their costs
increase. Associated with a change in consumer costs is an absolute economic
efficiency gain or loss that can be measured – consumer surplus (Figure 2).
8. Forgone tariff revenue – FTA or CU member governments forego tariff revenue
because of zero duties on imports (trade diversion) from other members. This
economic loss for the importing member is a transfer of income from the
member’s consumers to exporters in other member countries.
9. Change in overall economic benefits (economic welfare) – The change in
economic welfare is the sum of changes in producer and consumer benefits
(surplus) minus forgone tariff revenues. This measure can be calculated for each
product and when summed for all traded products, measures the economy-wide
benefits from an FTA or CU. The change in economic welfare, as with all other
measures of benefits and loses, is considered to accrue to the economy annually in
perpetuity once the agreement is fully in place.
10. Change in tariff revenue – Because of the zero duty on imports from within the
FTA or CU and because of possible changes in dutiable imports from the outside
world, tariff revenues are likely to decline.
11. Change in value added tax (VAT) revenues – VAT revenues collected on imports
under an FTA or CU might change because a) imports can change or b) import
prices and therefore valuations might change on imports from members. A price
of an import from other FTA members can change because the export premium
built into the price of imports from members could be anywhere from zero to the
value of the highest member tariff in an FTA. For a CU, valuation can change
because the common tariff may be different than the country’s pre-CU tariff.
12. Changes in excise tax revenue – Excise tax revenues collected on imports may
change. As with the VAT, the cause can be changes in import quantities and/or
valuations.
All of these impacts can differ among products and members in an FTA or CU. This is
why detailed calculations are needed to determine the economic and revenue changes that
can results from a regional arrangement for a country and its traded products. The
traditional method of analysis to prepare a base scenario with existing policies in place,
impose an FTA or CU, and calculate the differences between this new equilibrium
scenario and the base. All of the listed impacts concern the traded sector but a more
complete analysis would require that impacts on domestic sectors be included as well.
This involves adding information on domestic production, for example, and linking it to
trade. The methods of expanding the analysis to the domestic part of the economy can
range from simple ones which add domestic production and consumption to trade to more
complex CGE (computable general equilibrium) models which account for all economic
activities in an economy in considerable detail.
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Figure 1 – An export price increase and increased producer benefits (surplus)

Figure 1 shows the impact of an export price increase on the export supply of a product in
a traditional supply diagram. Here the producer price in the local currency rises (“Base”
to “Solution” price), either because the world price rises, the currency devalues, or the
exporter receives an export premium in an FTA or CU. The increased export price leads
to an increased export quantity (“Base” to “Solution” quantity). The area below the
supply schedule represents production costs while area above it represents sales income
at the marginal solution price. The price increase leads to extra producer benefits
(producer surplus) represented by the shaded area. If the export price fell instead, the
surplus would be negative, i.e. a producer loss. This producer benefit or “surplus” is a
simple but key measurement of the impact of a trade policy change on producers.
Figure 2 shows the impact of an import price decrease (from “Base” to “Solution” price).
This has led to an increase in import demand (trade creation – “Solution” exceeds “Base”
quantity) at a lower price. The triangle represents a real net consumer benefit that occurs
(net consumer surplus) – an efficiency gain for the consumer and the economy as a
whole. If the import price had risen instead, then imports would have declined and the
consumer surplus triangle would be negative instead of positive as shown here. When
net consumer surplus is added up across all products, it measures the impact of trade
policy changes on all consumers in the economy. Total consumer surplus change is the
triangle plus the rectangle to its left. However the rectangle is not counted as a benefit to
the consumer if the price decrease was caused by the removal of a tariff. Then the
rectangle represents the loss in tariff revenue to the government which was assumed to be
spent for services to the consumer. The subsequent removal of the tariff paid by the
consumer also means the removal of the services received by the consumer, leaving the
assumption that the net consumer surplus is the only gain to the consumer.
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Figure 2 – An import price decrease and increased net consumer benefits

Calculation of producer and consumer surplus in VORSIM-built models: Producer
and consumer surplus (and welfare) calculations are done as indicators (post-solution
calculations) in models built with VORSIM. Since the model uses constant elasticity
export supply and import demand equations, exact surplus calculations would require a
form that used the elasticities explicitly for each product. However to keep things simple,
an approximation method is used which assumes linear supply and demand equations.
This approximation is reasonable if solution prices and quantities do not deviate too
much from base values. Also, since export supply and import demand elasticities are
“borrowed” from economic literature rather than measured econometrically, it does not
seem reasonable to rely on them too much. Experience has shown that the differences
between the exact calculation and the linear approximation are relatively small,
suggesting that the linear approximations are satisfactory.
Figure 3 gives a graphical view and algebraic formulas for the surplus calculations.
Actual equations can be seen in the indicator workbook associated with a VORSIM
model. Recall that for an FTA or CU, the total welfare calculation for a member includes
not only changes in producer and net consumer benefits, but also foregone tariff revenues
on imports from FTA or CU members.
Regional export prices in a free trade area: In the case of a customs union (CU) the
regional export price for a product is the world price plus a negotiated common external
tariff. In the case of a free trade area (FTA), determination of the regional export price is
much more complicated (Figure 4). The FTA export premium can range from nothing
(for a product where the FTA is a strong net exporter on world markets and therefore
competitive in world markets) to the highest external tariff of an FTA member to
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somewhere in between. An explanation must consider several alternative situations for
the formation of an FTA market.
Figure 3 – Producer and consumer surplus calculations in a VORSIM model
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An FTA can include members which have different levels of tariff protection resulting in
different levels of domestic prices as shown in Figure 4. The size of FTA exports relative
Figure 4 – Determination of the regional export premium for a free trade area

to FTA imports will determine the regional export premium for a product that is added to
the world price if one assumes that a competitive FTA market will develop. Figure 4
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shows an aggregate regional supply that fully satisfies demand in the FTA market with
the highest tariff. Member 1 has the highest internal price caused by the highest tariff.
FTA exporters satisfy that market first because they can receive the highest price for their
exports in member 1. Once member 1’s market is satisfied, they satisfy the demand in
market 2. Then they supply some of market 3, establishing the FTA supply price at the
market as FTAp which is the tariff inclusive price in market 3. The tariff rate in the last
market filled (member 3) sets the FTA supply price at the margin. Members 1, 2, and 3
import from within the FTA at this price while member 4 does not because its tariff
inclusive price is less than the FTA price; member 4 continues to import from the world
market. In VORSIM-built FTA net trade models, this principle of using the tariff of the
last FTA market supplied is used to establish the FTA export premium.
Once the FTA export price premium is established for a product, there are four possible
outcomes for any FTA member as shown in Figure 5: a) the member is member 3 in
Figure 4 and the FTA export premium is equal to its tariff. Then the situation in Figure 5
shown with FTA supply schedule 1 applies. The member is a net importer and the
country price is the world price plus the FTA premium. There is trade diversion but no
trade creation. b) The member is member 1 or 2 in Figure 4 and the FTA premium is less
that the member’s tariff. The member’s market is fully satisfied by imports from the
FTA as shown by FTA supply schedule 2; there are no imports from outside the FTA.
There has been trade creation because the import price has decreased and there has been
trade diversion because imports formerly from the outside have been replaced by imports
from within the FTA; c) FTA exporters have satisfied FTA markets and are still net
exporters to the world (supply schedule 3 in Figure 5); their marginal export price is now
the world price. The FTA premium is now zero and the product can be labeled
“competitive” since FTA members export internally and to the world at the same world
price. There has been more trade creation because the world price now prevails in the
member’s market and there may have been trade diversion if FTA imports have been
diverted to fill the member’s market. In this situation we expect the maximum gain for
consumers of the product. d) This final possibility (member 4 in Figure 4 but not shown
in Figure 5) is when the FTA premium is higher than the member’s tariff. Then the
member imports from the outside world at the tariff inclusive price and there is no trade
creation or trade diversion.
The final determination of the FTA export premium depends upon the collective supply
capabilities of FTA members as well as the size and tariff levels of FTA members. The
impact on a member’s export sector depends upon the sector size and FTA premium.
Given the FTA export premium, the impact of the FTA on imports depends upon the
member’s tariff level relative to the FTA premium. If the premium is larger than a
member’s tariff, there is no impact at all. If the FTA premium equals the member’s
tariff, then there is trade diversion but no trade creation while if the FTA premium is
below the member’s tariff rate, then there is both trade creation and trade diversion.
The situation is even more complicated because exchange rate changes may result in
further changes in FTA trade prices (and even world prices in some circumstances) in
domestic currency terms (in Figure 4 this would shift the various demand schedules and
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the FTA supply schedule up or down possibly changing the point of supply-demand
intersection and therefore the final FTA premium).
The estimation of the likely FTA premium for a product is difficult. One technique
would be to use regression analysis to determine the marginal FTA premium. However
for most VORSIM-built FTA models, a simpler technique is used: the FTA premium is
calculated as the import weighted tariff average of FTA members. Although this is an
average rather than marginal calculation, it is a reasonable approximation, especially
when one of the FTA members is large like the United States and the U.S. tariff is likely
to be close to the FTA premium for an FTA product that is non-competitive in world
markets. The FTA premium so calculated then comes close to the U.S. tariff rate.
Experience has shown that for most products, this technique is satisfactory provided that
adjustments are made for some sectors where net FTA trade is close to zero.
Figure 5 – Four price and trade possibilities for an FTA member
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The modeling alternative to a net trade approach to an FTA or CU would be to use a full
bilateral trade flow model with an Armington type of specification. Then one could
simply apply zero FTA duties to members and keep the normal duties in place for other
trading partners. The disadvantage of this approach besides the requirement of extra
parameters for an Armington specification is that the model size increases dramatically.
If a model has N products trade among M countries, the number of trade variables
needing import demand equations for each country increases from N to (N times M).
The real exchange rate and balance of payments equilibrium: When a trade policy
change is initiated, the balance of payments can change. For example, if tariffs are
removed in a country, import prices decline, imports increase, and the trade deficit
increases. In the long run net trade flows must be offset by net capital flows; so if a long
term trade imbalance occurs, something must adjust. In VORSIM-built FTA or CU
models we assume that the real exchange rate adjusts rather than capital flows: a trade
balance of payments deficit generated by a policy change is corrected by a change in the
real exchange rate. In a partial equilibrium model, the exchange rate serves to transfer
FTA or CU impacts to all imports and to all exports along with export premiums. The
balance of payments calculation along with a corrective exchange rate change is possible
because all trade products are included in a world model.1 When global liberalization
scenarios are run with a net trade model, the exchange rate changes correcting payments
imbalances becomes import in the establishment of a new equilibrium. In a global
context, no country can maintain balance of payments disequilibrium indefinitely.

1

An economy can be thought of as producing two kinds of goods, ones that are traded (exports and
imported products or services) and ones that are non-traded (goods and services produced and consumed
only domestically). The real exchange rate is defined as the relative price of traded to non-traded products
measured as a ratio of local currency to U.S. dollars in real terms. “Real” means that the ratio of nontraded to traded goods price inflation is also taken into account. The real exchange rate must change in
some way when a large trade imbalance occurs because such imbalances can not be sustained. How the
exchange rate changes depends upon the exchange rate regime and macro-economic policies in place.
Take a simple example: suppose a country unilaterally removes its tariffs. Imports become cheaper in local
currency and consumers import more. But since imports must be paid for in dollars (or Euros or Yen etc.)
and since the prices in foreign currencies do not change, the demand for dollars to pay for imports
increases. Unless there is an increased capital inflow in dollars, the price of dollars in terms of the local
currency has to rise – i.e. the exchange rate has to depreciate. If it does not, monetary reserves will be
depleted. The monetary authorities may allow the exchange rate to change correct the trade imbalance. If
the monetary authorities manage the exchange rate, they will adjust the official exchange rate to protect
their foreign exchange reserves. If the monetary authorities do not take any action, then the government
may be forced to undertake other policies such as the rationing of foreign exchange or the restricting of
imports in such a way to protect reserves – in this case, the government is reversing the trade policy
liberalization which caused the imbalance in the first place. Another scenario might be that the government
fixes the nominal exchange rate but the excess demand for imports causes their prices to rise, triggering
general inflation in the economy. If the domestic inflation rate exceeds that of the imports priced in foreign
currencies, this is taken into account by currency traders and results in a defacto devaluation of the real
exchange rate. The real exchange rate reflects the price of traded goods relative to non-traded goods in
terms of domestic resource use. If the real trade deficit increases, the real exchange rate must depreciate –
this discourages imports, encourages exports, and makes the consumption of non-traded products ones
more attractive than imports. The economic question is not that the real exchange rate will not adjust over
time, rather it is the mechanism involved in its change.
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Overview of the Peru Partial Equilibrium Large World Trade (PERL) Model
Data: A world trade data set has been assembled which includes information on Peru, the
European Union, Japan, the United States, other major trading countries in the Americas
and the world, and remaining aggregate regions (22 countries/regions in all). The PERL
model is built with constant elasticity export and import functions for 60 product groups
covering all traded products for all countries/regions. In addition, data is added for 6
sugar and 3 cotton sectors for Peru. Trade (exports, imports, and bilateral trade) data
comes from the United Nations PC-TAS Trade Analysis System for 2002 using the
Harmonized System (HS) for trade product and tariff classification. Trade data are
centered on the year 2002 with some exceptions. Trade values are measured in units of
1000 U.S. $. If import data were not available for a country (some are missing from the
set) then data from exporting countries were substituted where possible. Applied tariff
averages (centered on 2002) were obtained from the UNCTAD (United Nations
Conference on Trade and Development) TRAINS system. Information on U.S. and EU
sugar import quotas comes from USDA reports and information on U.S. and EU textile
import quotas comes from various World Bank reports. Tariff data for Peru was
provided by the Peru government while production and tariff information for the sugar,
cotton, and textile sectors in Peru was provided by project consultants.
Model basics: The PERL model is initialized to reproduce a status quo or “base”
situation regarding exports, imports, and trade prices for the year 2002. Trade policies
associated with a changed regional arrangement or a liberalization scheme are then
entered into the model and it is solved for a new equilibrium scenario where (a) world
prices clear world markets for each product and (b) each county’s balance of payments is
restored by a real exchange rate change. Peru internal prices balance the domestic sectors
(production for the domestic market equals consumption of the domestic product in the
market) for sugar, cotton, and textiles. When scenarios have been calculated and saved,
indicators (including welfare measures) are added to solutions.
Figure 6 – Countries/regions in the PERL world trade model

Countries/regions and products in the PERL world trade model: Figure 6 shows
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model codes at the left for countries and regions with definitions to the right. The
European Union (EUN) and the United States (USA) are broken out as are major FTAA
(Free Trade Area of the Americas) members. Countries of Central America and the
Caribbean have been aggregated as have other parts of the world (ROW region).
Figure 7 – Product groups in the PERL world trade model

Sixty product groups are included in the model along with nine extra products for the
sugar and cotton sectors in Peru. Figure 7 shows their PERL model codes and definitions
along with the HS (Harmonized System of trade and tariff classification) codes they
represent. The first letter of each product code represents a one-digit HS chapter.
12

Model variable types: The model contains a few basic variable types shown in Figure 8.
Each two-digit variable type is associated with each country and product group. Other
variables are associated only with countries.
Figure 8 – Variable types in the PERL model

Post solution indicator variables tabulate economic welfare and other measures that
summarize the impact of trade policy changes on the sectors in the economy (Figure 9).
Figure 9 – Indicator variables calculated from PERL model solutions
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Variables for aggregate product groups are also calculated as indicators. The aggregate
product groups are shown in Figure 10. They are basically HS chapters plus an aggregate
for the economy as a whole.
Figure 10 – Aggregate product groups used in
indicators for the PERL model

Standard model equations: Standard equations for the PERL model are outlined here.
Actual sample standard equations from the PERL model can be found in Appendix A of
this report. Export supply and import demand equations for each country/region and
product are of the constant elasticity type. Import demand is modeled as a response
(though a negative import demand elasticity) to an import price while export supply is
modeled as a response (through positive export supply elasticity) to an export price.
Constant terms calibrate the model equations to the base data for the year 2002. Using
Excel math notation (* - multiply, ^ - exponentiation):
Export supply = constant * (Export price) ^ (export supply elasticity)
Import demand = constant * (Import price) ^ (import demand elasticity)
Net trade for each country/region and product is the difference between export supply
and import demand and feeds into world net trade where world markets for traded goods
are cleared.
Net trade = Export supply – Import demand
World net trade = SUM[Net trade for each country/region in PERL]
The import price for each country/region and product depends upon the world price plus
the tariff rate (or the FTA export price premium in FTA scenarios) times another price
wedge (such as the price effect of an import quota regime), all divided by the exchange
rate. The export price is modeled similarly except that a) if a free trade area export price
premium applies, it is added to the world price and b) if an export quota is in effect, the
rent received is treated as a subsidy (negative number) for the exporter. For a free trade
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area the export price premium is assumed to be the tariff of the last FTA market supplied;
practically this is estimated by calculated the import weighted average tariff in the FTA.
This assumes that under a free trade area, members export to the member with the highest
tariff first, to the one with the next highest tariff next, until the region’s export capacity
has been exhausted. If the region is a net importer from the world, then theoretically the
tariff of the last member importer is assumed to determine the regional export premium at
the margin. If the region is a net exporter to the world, i.e. competitive in world markets,
the regional export premium is assumed to be zero.
Import price = World price * (1 + Tariff or FTA premium) * (1 + other price wedge) /
Exchange rate
Export price = World price * (1-export subsidy rate) * (1 + FTA price premium) /
Exchange rate
The balance of payments for a country/region is the sum of dollar value of total exports
minus total imports for all products plus net capital inflows (assumed exogenous). If
economic rents accrue to producers and are paid by consumers in member countries for
products that are not competitive in world markets, this is also accounted for in the
balance of payments.
Balance of payments = SUM for competitive products [(Export supply * World price) –
(Import demand * World price)] + SUM for non-competitive products [(Export supply *
Regional export price) – Import demand * Regional import price)] + Net capital inflow.
When tariffs are changed or regional arrangements instituted, the model solver changes
world prices and country/region exchange rates to restore world net trade balances for
each product and international payment balances for each country/region in the model.
Although the equation structure is simple, the PERL world trade model contains the
above equations for 22 countries/regions and 60 product groups plus equations for world
markets and regional free trade agreements; more than 11,000 equations in total.
The logic of PERL standard model equations is straightforward. When tariffs are
changed, import quantities change, leading to imbalances in world net trade (world
imports do not equal world exports for products) and country payments. The model’s
solution mechanism changes world prices and country exchange rates to bring them back
into equilibrium. Various indicators are then used to compare the new equilibrium with
the base.
A global free trade scenario simply involves removing all tariffs and export subsidies and
subsidies/price wedges associated with export quotas and then solving the model. FTA
scenarios however, are more complicated. The regional export price premium has to be
determined for the FTA. Then a determination must be made whether or not each
product group is competitive in world markets when the regional arrangement is formed.
If it is not competitive, then the FTA premium applies. If it is competitive, the world
price is applied. These considerations require more complexity in the equations
including switches that select the correct price mechanism for each product group.
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Appendix A contains a few examples of standard equations for Peru. The examples are
actual equations used in the model using model variable names and Excel math notation.
Specific equations for the sugar, cotton and textile sectors in Peru: Data for domestic
production and consumption is added for these sectors along with an internal price that
clears the domestic market. Producers are assumed to produce for the domestic and
export markets while consumers can buy domestic or imported products. For these
products, equations specify these choices.
Import/domestic demand = constant * (import price) ^ (import price elasticity) *
(domestic price) ^ (cross price elasticity) * (input using production) ^ (share of product
used as input)
For import and domestic demand equations where the product is an input to the
production of another product (e.g. cotton to textile production), a share elasticity is used
to assure that a change in production is reflected in a change in the product’s input use.
Export/domestic supply = constant * (export price) ^ (export supply elasticity) *
(domestic price) ^ (cross price elasticity)
The own and cross price elasticities in these equations are themselves calculated from
general import demand and export supply elasticities, elasticities of substitution and
transformation, respectively and the shares of imports and domestic products in
consumption or the shares of exports and products for the domestic market in
consumption. Armington formulas are used to calculate the own and cross price
elasticities for these equations from these elasticities and market shares.
Demand and supply for the domestic product are specified the same ways as import
demand and export supply; however different elasticities are calculated because of
different market shares entering the calculations. Examples of these equations for Peru
can be seen in Appendix B of this report.
The modeling software: The PERL model is built in the Excel spreadsheet using the
VORSIM model building software for Excel. Figures 6-10 show information directly
from the PERL model definition workbook. The VORSIM software helps organize and
implement a large complex model in Excel yet leaves the flexibility of the spreadsheet
available for customizing the model and reports. Details about VORSIM, including the
full User’s Guide, can be found on the website www.vorsim.com.
The full PERL data folder contains many spreadsheets besides the model itself. These
include the model definition, equation, and indicators workbooks as well as all of their
backup files. Solutions and reports generated from solutions are also contained in the
PERL folder. See the VORSIM User’s Guide for an explanation of the file structure of
VORSIM-built models.
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A Free Trade Agreement (FTA) and Other Scenarios from the PERL Model
Following normal modeling practices, a base scenario is designated to represent the status
quo in 2002 without any policy changes. This is a scenario where the PERL model
equations exactly reproduce the base data; hence it serves as a basis of comparison for
alternative scenarios. PERL is a static model meaning that alternative scenarios are
compared to the base scenario; there is no capacity to track changes over time so only the
final equilibrium situations are compared. The PERL parameters are intended to
represent long term responses so that changes in production, trade, etc. from the base are
annual changes which will occur in perpetuity once a new equilibrium is established.
PERL equilibriums (scenarios) do have some logical conditions imposed upon them; a)
world trade is balanced for each product (world exports equal world imports) and b) each
country/region in the model is in balance of payments equilibrium. Welfare changes
(producer, consumer surplus and total welfare) are then calculated for each scenario
relative to the base scenario. Standard reports for the sugar and cotton/textile sectors
present results for these sectors for Peru. In addition there are reports that give results for
all sectors for Peru as well as aggregate results for all countries/regions in the PERL
model. This report concentrates on FTA impact on the sugar and cotton sectors but for
some questions such as the removal of sugar or textile quotas it is instructive to look at
results for other countries besides Peru. Although employment is not included as a
variable in the PERL model, one can assume that employment in sectors is correlated
with changes in production and producer benefits (surplus).
Free trade scenario: The first scenario presented is one of complete free trade for all
products. This means the removal of all applied tariffs and subsidies in all countries as
well as the complete removal of textile and sugar import quotas in the U.S. and the EU
(European Union). A free trade scenario gives the most extreme change that a model
based on protection can calculate; a complete removal of trade distorting policies in
world markets. As such, it gives a sense of the maximum possible gains from
liberalization that might occur, i.e. an upper bound on impacts. Other scenarios such as
FTA’s will typically give more modest results. In the case of Peru where almost all
exports of raw sugar are to the U.S. under its sugar program and where over 80% of its
textile exports are under the U.S. and EU textile import quota programs, the removal of
these programs is very important for the sugar, cotton, and textile sectors in Peru. The
free trade scenario depends upon the totality of protection that is parameterized in the
model and therefore gives a sense of the distortions caused by the policies embedded in
the PERL model.
Figures 11 and 12 summarize the impacts of world liberalization on the sugar, and
cotton/textile sectors for Peru. The first think to note is that world prices for raw sugar
increase by 33%, refined sugar by 5%, cotton by 14%, and textiles by 30-35% with
complete free trade. These world price increases are partly the result of the removal of
the import quota regimes in the U.S. and EU. In spite of world price increases, sugar
producer benefits decline about 5% for raw sugar, rise about 2.5% for refined sugar, with
a net loss of about 2.5% for sugar as a whole. Peru import and export prices decline
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because high tariffs and large export quota benefits are removed, more than offsetting
world price increases. Although total sugar production declines 7%, refined sugar
production increases at the expense of raw sugar. Consumer benefits decline a little less
than 2% because of the increase in world sugar prices. All in all, the free trade impact on
the sugar sector is fairly small in welfare terms.
Figure 11 – Results of a free trade scenario for the sugar sector in Peru

Cotton producers lose benefits equal to about 6% of base value while consumer gains are
very small under a world free trade scenario. The removal of textile export quota benefits
leads to a decline in knit apparel exports and a loss in producer benefits of 7.5% of base
production value. Considering both knit and non-knit apparel, the declines in production
are about the same for both in the range of 8% of base production. However with
increases in world prices leaving modest increases in domestic prices, the welfare loss for
the textile sector is quite small. The decline in textile production causes a 13% decline in
cotton imports, most of which is S cotton imports from the U.S. under the MFA (to
receive textile quota benefits, Peru is required to import S type cotton from the U.S.)
The net result of the world free trade scenario for the sugar, cotton, and textile sectors
seems to be that small losses would occur. This is because these sectors currently benefit
greatly from the rents gained from Peru raw sugar and textile exports under U.S. (and
EU) quota schemes. This means that when FTA scenarios are considered, while tariffs
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and FTA premiums are likely to have some impact, the fate of the export quotas for sugar
and textiles must receive the most analytical attention.
Figure 12 – Results of a free trade scenario for the cotton and textile sectors in Peru

With free trade, Peru’s share of world sugar exports remains at 0.3%; world market
shares don’t change much for most countries except Brazil which sees its share rise from
37% to 40% at the expense of small declines in shares of other countries/regions.
For world textile exports, China’s share does rise from 23% to 25% at the expense of
shares in other regions of the world, including a decline in Peru’s share from 0.3% to
0.2%. But in the PERL model, China does not come to dominate world textile trade.
In terms of all sectors in the Peru economy, exports increase about 3% and imports about
3.5%. Export producers benefit about 4% of base export value while the gains in
economic welfare (in the traded sector only) are about 0.6% of GDP. Trade revenue loss
is about 31% of base revenue.
Figure 13 shows the benefits to producers for the export market from the free trade
scenario ranked from high to low. Mining and metals sectors are among the strongest
export gainers while producers of exports of knit apparel and raw sugar sustain losses.
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The small gains for many export sectors results mainly from the 2% devaluation that
accompanies the free trade scenario.
Figure 13 – Ranked export producer benefits for Peru from a free trade scenario
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Free trade agreement (FTA) scenario: The main scenario generated with the PERL
model is a free trade agreement between Peru and the U.S. As part of the Andean group,
Peru already enjoys preferential tariffs in the U.S. market. These (ATP) preferences are
scheduled to end. If a free trade agreement is not reached, Peru would lose the tariff
advantages it already has in the U.S. market. The analysis of a Peru-U.S. FTA is
Figure 14 – ATP and FTA completion benefits for the sugar sector in Peru

therefore divided into two parts: a) calculate the benefits already obtained by Peru in the
U.S. markets under APT (besides providing a measure of gains already obtained, this also
provides a measure of what might be lost if an FTA is not negotiated) and b) calculate the
benefits from completing the FTA. Figure 14 shows the resulting calculations for the
sugar sector. The method used and resulting FTA premiums are found in Appendix F.
MINCETUR provided aggregate U.S. MFN (most favored nation) duties and ATP
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preferential duties now applied to Peru exports to the U.S. These data were used to
divide the full calculated FTA premium into a part representing ATP benefits (solution
fatp in Figure 14) and the rest representing benefits to be received as the FTA is
completed (U.S. ATP duties lowered to zero -solution fcom in Figure 14). The changes
in production, consumption, etc. from the fatp scenario were then used to derive pre-atp
values (purple cells). The production, consumption, and trade values from these two
solutions are shown in Figure 13 along with base values. Benefits from the ATP part and
FTA completion are shown in the bottom half of Figure 14. The sum of both the fatp and
fcom solutions amounts to the total benefits received by Peru from an FTA with the
United States.
As an example from Figure 14, raw sugar producers received at total of 9.1 million U.S. $
with 3.5 million or 38% already in place and 5.7 million or 62% remaining as benefits if
an FTA is completed. Not negotiating an FTA and letting ATP benefits expire would
mean losses for raw sugar producers of 3.5 million annually. Since refined sugar
producers have lost (77% of total loses) during the ATP phase, the balance for sugar
producers (raw and refined) is a total gain of 2.7 million U.S. $ with the gain in the FTA
completion period more than offsetting the loss in the ATP period. In relative terms,
sugar producer benefits are not large. Total sugar producer gains are only about 0.7% of
base production value. Consumer gains are a little over 3% of consumption which means
that most of the gains to the Peru economy from an FTA with the U.S. come from
benefits to consumers. Over seventy percent of the welfare gains for the Peru sugar
sector are obtained by completion of the FTA with the U.S.
Figure 15 shows the equivalent information on ATP and FTA completion benefits for the
cotton and textile sectors in Peru. For the cotton sector the pattern of benefits is different
from sugar. About 67% of the welfare benefits for the cotton sector have been already
been obtained from ATP benefits. Total benefits for producers are over 9% of base
production value while consumer benefits are a little over half a percent of base
consumption. So for cotton, the bulk of the welfare benefits goes to producers and has
already been received under ATP preferences. This pattern for the cotton sector is
opposite that for the sugar sector where most of gains go to consumers as the FTA is
completed.
In the textile sector, about 73% of producer benefits have been received under ATP
preferences. Total producer benefits are about 11.7% of base production value, a
significant number. Consumer benefits for textiles however are only about 0.2% of base
consumption. So for textiles, the benefits largely go to producer with 83% of the total
welfare benefits going to the knit apparel sector.
In summary, the cotton and textiles sectors have the most to lose from an FTA not being
negotiated while Peru sugar consumers have the most to gain from completing the FTA.
Since ATP benefits are “built in” to the base data for 2002 for Peru, further discussion of
FTA benefits concentrates on FTA completion (the scenario “fcom”). The imposition of
additional shocks are added to this FTA completion scenario. Figures 16 and 17 give the
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standard output table for the FTA completion scenarios for the sugar and cotton/textile
sectors, respectively. Then Figure 18 gives a chart of ranked producer benefits for the
FTA completion scenario.
Figure 15 – ATP and FTA completion benefits for the cotton and textile sectors in Peru

In terms of impacts of FTA completion for sugar (Figure 16), a small increase in export
prices from devaluation combined with a decrease in import prices due to tariff removal,
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leads to a 2% increase in raw sugar exports and a 1% decrease in refined sugar
production. Refined sugar imports increase. The net results is an overall 1% gain in
producer benefits and a slightly larger gain in consumer benefits.
Figure 16 –FTA completion benefits for the sugar sector in Peru

Figure 17 shows that both cotton and textile producer benefits from FTA completion are
a little over 3% of base production value while consumer benefits are only 0.2% of base
consumption value. Textile exports increase and imports also increase, driven by export
price increases and import price decreases. Export price increases come mostly form the
6% devaluation while import price decreases come from the removal of tariffs partly
offset by price increasing effects of the devaluation.
Viewing the FTA completion scenario for all sectors of the Peru economy, economic
welfare improves by about than 0.9% of GDP. Revenue losses from the removal of the
remainder of ATP tariffs in the U.S. are only about 3% of the current base revenue from
taxes on trade. In terms of sectors benefiting the most; residues, ores, knit apparel,
precious metals and stones, and copper account for over 60% of the welfare gains for
Peru. Figure 18 shows export producer benefits from completion of the Peru-U.S. free
trade agreement. The 60 sectors in the PERL model are ranked from high to low in terms
of producer benefits measured in 000 U.S. dollars. Because almost all sectors have some
exports, all sectors receive some benefits from the 6% devaluation that accompanies this
scenario. It is important to recall that in an economy-wide trade model like PERL, the
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inclusion of a balance of payments constraint distributes trade policy changes to all
traded sectors of the economy.
Figure 17 –FTA completion benefits for the cotton and textile sectors in Peru

If trade policies were changed but payments were not rebalanced, then producer benefits
would apply only to sectors whose export prices changed because of FTA premiums and
consumer benefits would apply to only sectors where tariffs had changed.
The “fcom” scenario where the Peru-U.S. FTA is completed deals only with tariff
removals on Peru exports to the U.S. and FTA premiums that Peru exports receive in the
U.S. market. It does not include any changes in the rent Peru receives from exporting
raw sugar into the U.S. market under the U.S. sugar program not does it include rents
received by Peru textile producers exporting into the U.S. market under the U.S. import
quota regime for textiles and apparel. Possible changes in these quota regimes plus
possible changes in the U.S. subsidy program for cotton are considered in alternative
scenarios. As mentioned previously, the multi-fiber agreement (MFA) behind U.S.
textile import quotas is scheduled to expire although there are provisions in place to allow
for temporary protection in the U.S. in case of surges in textile imports. The U.S. sugar
program is likely to remain in place although increases in Mexican exports of sugar to the
U.S. under NAFTA may force changes in the program. Any changes in Peru’s export
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quota would likely have an impact on producer benefits in Peru and from Peru’s
viewpoint, might be an item of negotiation in the completion of the FTA with the U.S.
Figure 18 – Producer benefits ranked by sector for Peru - FTA completion scenario
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Alternative FTA scenario for sugar – FTA completion with the removal of the U.S.
sugar import quota system: Figure 19 shows results for completion of the Peru-U.S.
FTA along with the complete removal of U.S. and EU sugar import quotas and therefore
quota benefits for Peru from the export of raw sugar to the U.S. Appendix G contains the
tariff equivalents of the U.S. and EU sugar programs as well as the subsidy equivalents of
benefits received by countries exporting to the U.S. under quota.
Figure 19 –FTA completion plus removal of U.S. and EU sugar programs

The removal of the opportunity to export raw sugar to the U.S. with a price premium
leads to a loss if producer benefits of 5.5% of the value of base production. The increase
in world prices from the demise of the U.S. and EU sugar program does offset the export
benefit loss to some extent. Producers of refined sugar do benefit 2.9% of base
production. The Peru sugar sector as a whole sustains a net loss of 2.7% of base
production value. Because of the rise in world prices and increase in domestic raw sugar
prices, Peru consumers of sugar lose about 2% of base consumption value. Production of
raw sugar declines about 24% but production of refined sugar increases by 27% for a net
decline in Peru sugar production of only about 7%. Clearly the is that the removal of
these sugar import quota programs would more than offset any benefits Peru sugar
producers receive from completion of the FTA with the United States. Since the future of
the Peru sugar industry can be greatly impacted by changes in the U.S. import quota
regime, potential changes in that regime have to be monitored carefully.
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Alternative FTA scenario for sugar – FTA completion with a (balanced) tripling of
the Peru export quota to the U.S.: The other alternative solution completes the FTA
with the U.S. but triples the Peru export quota to the U.S. by taking away an equivalent
quota from the rest of the world. This scenario assumes that as part of the negotiations of
the FTA, Peru succeeds in getting the U.S. to take import quota rights away from
someone else and give them to Peru so that its export quota of raw sugar triples. This
method will not disturb the protection the U.S. receives from its sugar program. The
scenario assumes a costless switch of raw sugar production from the domestic market to
the export market to accommodate the new export quota (which will receive the same
export benefit as before). The results of this scenario are presented in Figure 20.
Figure 20 –FTA completion and a triple raw sugar export quota from Peru to the U.S.

In this scenario because U.S. sugar import quota rights are increased for Peru at the
expense of other countries, world prices do not change much. Peru sugar export prices
increase a little because of devaluation. The Peru raw sugar export price retains the
benefit of the quota program. Raw sugar production increases about 5% with a 13%
increase in exports and an 8% decline in domestic production (raw sugar exports have
tripled). Refined sugar production decreases about 6%. Consumers benefit 1.3% of
consumption value because import tariffs have been removed under the FTA completion.
Raw sugar producer benefits are 12.5% of base production value while refined sugar
producers lose about 2% for a net benefit to sugar producers of almost 8% of base
production value. The expansion of the export quota clearly benefits sugar producers.
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Alternative FTA scenario for cotton – FTA completion with a removal of the U.S.
cotton export subsidy: This scenario completes the Peru-U.S. FTA and assumes the
WTO (World Trade Organization) ruling against U.S. cotton subsidies causes the
removal of those subsidies (Appendix G contains the subsidy rate). The results of this
scenario are shown in Figure 21 for the Peru cotton and textile sectors.
Figure 21 – FTA completion and the removal of the U.S. export subsidy for cotton

This scenario increases world cotton prices by 7% and the FTA devaluation added
increases Peru cotton export prices 13%. Tariff removal plus the devaluation leaves little
change in Peru cotton import prices. Cotton production in Peru increases by almost 4%
while consumption increases a little over 3%. Cotton producers benefit about 4% of base
production value while cotton consumers in Peru see almost no welfare change. Cotton
exports and imports in Peru increase both by about 2%. Textile producer benefits
increase by 3% while textile consumer benefits do not change very much at all.
Compared to FTA completion alone, the removal of the U.S. cotton subsidies increases
the benefits to Peru cotton producers by about 1% while decreasing the benefits to Peru
textile producers by 0.1%. This is what might be expected from the 7% increase in world
prices that results from the removal of U.S. cotton export subsidies. Cotton exporters in
general benefit but textile producers lose a little because cotton is a fairly small part of
the cost of textile production.
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Alternative FTA scenario for cotton – FTA completion with the removal of the U.S.
and EU textile import quota system (MFA – multi-fiber agreement): In this scenario,
the removal of the textile programs in the U.S. and EU raises world textile prices 1.7%
but removes the benefits Peru textile exports were receiving under quota. The scenario
results for cotton and textiles appear in Figure 22.
Figure 22 – FTA completion and the removal of the U.S. and EU textile import quotas

First, Peru cotton production declines by 8% and consumption declines by almost 17%.
Cotton producers lose benefits of about 10% of base production value. Consumers gain
less than 1% of base consumption value, mainly because domestic and imported cotton
prices have declined. Textile producers lose benefits of over 9% of base production
value with 2/3 of the loss coming from the knit apparel sector. This occurs in spite of the
20-25% increase in world textile prices that accompanies the removal of the MFA.
The demise of the MFA removes benefits from Peru cotton and textile producers to the
extent that rather than gaining about 3% from completion of the FTA, they lose 9-10% of
the value of base production. As was the case with sugar, the welfare of the Peru cotton
and textile industry does depend upon the future of textile import quotas in the U.S. and
EU. Since the MFA quotas are scheduled to expire, it would seem that a big adjustment
might be coming for Peru’s textile and cotton sectors.
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Suggestions for Further Sector Analysis for Peru
Using United Nations trade and tariff data, this report has shown that a detailed sector
trade model for Peru and its trading partners can readily be assembled at a chosen level of
detail. A model (such as PERL) can then be used to estimate simple producer, consumer,
and welfare impacts of tariff changes on all sectors in the model. Revenue changes
associated with trade changes can also be calculated. Free trade, unilateral liberalization
efforts, and various combinations of free trade agreements can be evaluated at quite great
detail using the harmonized system (HS) of trade and tariff classification that is
associated with the United Nations data trade and tariff data. The PERL model provides
trade detail, breaking out all trade into 60 sectors. However the same data could be used
to build similar models with different aggregation schemes and with much more trade
sector detail if needed. The PERL model was built and operated in the Microsoft Excel
spreadsheet with the VORSIM model building system. Other models with different
levels of trade sector detail could be built in this system as well. Once one model is built
and operated and a user learns how to use the VORSIM system, other models can be built
and operated with greater ease. As is true with any type of economic modeling, the first
model is the most difficult to build and operate; subsequent ones come much easier.
A second level of detail could be added for other sectors in a simple way similar to the
methodology used for the sugar and cotton sectors in the PERL model. The basic
requirement is to match domestic production data to international export and import data
at a viable level of aggregation. The possibilities depend upon the most detailed level of
production data available in Peru and the matching of that data to an equivalent detail
from United Nations trade data. Then a partial equilibrium model can estimate complete
producer, consumer, and welfare impacts of trade policy changes as well as revenue and
other impacts if matching data is available. Such a model covers the entire economy
since all production, consumption, and trade is included but it is not a computable general
equilibrium model since there is no data on factors of production or financial flows in the
economy. Such a more detailed partial equilibrium model for Peru would work in the
context of a world trade model because Peru is a small country and domestic impacts are
not expected to feed back to world trade or world prices; but policies that change world
prices feed back to the domestic part of the Peru economy.
A third option for sector modeling would be the construction of unique independent
sector models with as much detail as data and modeling time permit. Here trade policy
changes in the outside world might be entered exogenously or a sector model might be
constructed for potential partners in a free trade agreement, a more costly effort.
When domestic production data is added to trade data, a model can also be enriched by
using available input-output relationships for Peru to move toward a value added price
concept for sectors as well as an accounting of input demand by sectors.
In decisions about economic modeling for trade policy changes, costs in terms of model
construction and operation and personnel requirements are the prime consideration. Peru
can get the benefits of an existing CGE model like GTAP because there is a world-wide
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consortium of people in place building the components for other countries and
maintaining the system for model operation. Even here, a full-time experienced and
trained economist in Peru is required to construct a Peru component and operate the
GTAP model. Detail in the GTAP CGE model is limited to the lowest common
denominator of matching production data for major trading countries, hence such a model
may not provide the sector detail that Peru might want.
Cost is also a strong consideration in partial equilibrium modeling. The PERL model is
relatively cheap since it makes use of existing United Nations tariff and trade data sets
that are well organized and can be downloaded and configured to a model format
relatively easily. The VORSIM software simplifies the construction and operation of
such a partial equilibrium model in Excel considerably but other modeling systems such
as GAMS (General Algebraic Modeling System) can also be used. Adding domestic data
for Peru to a world trade model requires more manpower and effort since an
accommodation has to be reached between aggregations of domestic production and trade
data. This means examining the data, designed the level of aggregation, and constructing
a new model. It is difficult to assess the cost of a sector specific partial equilibrium
model. However as with most modeling efforts, the time needed for construction (with
the modeler’s labor being the major cost) depends crucially upon the quality and
accessibility of the required data. It is almost always cheaper to model an existing data
set than assemble a new one.
A final comment concerns the usefulness of modeling data sets. Modeling requires the
imposition of economic logic and order on data. Data that has been used in a model has
been examined and screened and most probably improved by the modeling effort. So
model-building improves data just as good data is a necessary precursor to modelbuilding.
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